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Abstract

Semantic similarity is central to many cognitive processes and
plays an important role in the way humans process and reason about
information. In particular, the retrieval of knowledge from memory
hinges crucially on similarity. Likewise, information retrieval systems
use similarity to detect relevant information for a given query. Current
information retrieval systems apply mainly syntactic techniques to
determine similarity. Although such syntactic similarity measures
have performed strongly with resources containing large amounts
of text, they cannot appropriately cope with syntactic and semantic
heterogeneity and ambiguity, if the semantics of the terms is not
explicitly available. Therefore, they are rather rigid and inflexible as
they cannot adapt to the user’s requirements and conceptualization of
the domain. Furthermore, geographic features are distinguished via
their geometric and thematic data. It is often not possible to capture the
complex semantics of geographic features by a single name or a textual
description. Therefore spatial data is different from text documents
typically found in enterprise databases or on the Web. Retrieval of
spatial information requires new, intelligent retrieval mechanisms that
satisfy its specific requirements. A semantics-based solution can more
easily adapt to user needs and therefore increases the flexibility and
usability of spatial data and retrieval methods. This paper investigates
the suitability of various approaches - originally developed to explain
human similarity judgement - in the context of spatial information
retrieval. We propose a new, hybrid approach for semantic similarity
measurement, which can represent the complex semantics of spatial
data. It allows for retrieving relevant data by determining the similarity
between the query and the semantic descriptions of geographic feature
types within the database. The hybrid similarity measure combines
the geometric structure of conceptual spaces with the relational
structure of semantic nets to one, cognitively plausible knowledge
representation with an inherent similarity measure.

Keywords: Spatial Information Retrieval, Semantic Similarity
Measurement, Cognitive Semantics

1 Introduction

Semantic similarity is a central construct of human thinking and reasoning. For
example, humans use similarity to organize their knowledge, assign objects and
events to specific categories and form general concepts with certain attributes and
behavior (Goldstone & Son, 2005). Unfamiliar objects are recognized based on
their similarity to previous knowledge. New problems are solved by applying
solutions of similar problems. Many cognitive abilities hinge crucially on simi-
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larity, and therefore similarity should play an important role also for the design of
information systems.

Information retrieval systems organize and manage large amounts of informa-
tion and make it accessible for users. Like humans when they retrieve knowledge
from memory, information retrieval systems can apply similarity measures to de-
termine the relevance of information with respect to a certain user query. State-
of-the-art retrieval systems use mainly syntactic similarity measures, which have
performed strongly with textual information, the predominant kind of information
in enterprises or on the web. However, the existing syntactic search strategies have
disadvantages with other kinds of content such as spatial data. Spatial informa-
tion is carried by geometric and thematic data. Feature catalogues often provide a
textual description of a feature type, but this is insufficient to capture its complex
semantics. Syntactic similarity measures cannot assess the relevance of informa-
tion based on its content. Problems occur when syntactic similarity measures deal
with heterogeneous or ambiguous data: often queries contain search terms which
are not recorded in the database or terms which have different meanings in the
query and in the database. Semantic information retrieval mechanisms compare
the meaning specified for queries and data, search for information with similar
meanings and retrieve information based on relevance.

This paper presents semantic similarity measures for spatial data in the con-
text of an information retrieval task and proposes a new hybrid approach which
combines geometric and network representations. It is based on the premise that a
retrieval system should reflect human retrieval strategies. Therefore, our research
focuses on psychologically motivated approaches which process semantics of spa-
tial data in a cognitively plausible way. The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows: after briefly introducing the case study in section 2, we give an overview
over similarity measures developed as psychological approaches to model human
similarity judgements in section 3 and evaluate them with respect to spatial infor-
mation retrieval. In the subsequent two sections we describe the hybrid similarity
measure: section 4 explains the knowledge representation and outlines how spatial
semantics can be captured; section 5 describes the actual procedure to determine
the similarity between two spatial concepts1. In section 6 we evaluate our ap-
proach and compare it to the existing similarity measures. Finally, we summarize
the paper and give conclusions and directions for future work.

1In his paper, we use the term “concept” to stand for a human conceptualization of a class of
individuals. An equally good (as well as equally disputed) term would have been ”category”. For
conceptualizations of individuals, we use the term ”individual”.
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2 Case Study

The proposed hybrid similarity measure is based on semantic descriptions and
therefore is suitable for different types of data. In this paper we focus on a geo-
spatial case study and the particular requirements of spatial data.

Due to more frequent floodings of land in recent times, flood risk and defence
management has become a major topic for applications of spatial information.
Canalization, straightening of rivers, and bank reinforcement lead to the problem
that water cannot spread out after snowmelt and heavy rainfall. Destruction of
wetlands, decommissioning of rain storage reservoirs, and the loss of flood plains
further increase the danger of flooding. To provide reliable flood warnings, data
about topography, hydrology and geology is needed. Although this data is avail-
able in various sources, it is often difficult to find relevant data and make it usable
for a specific context. Our case study is centered around a retrieval task to find
relevant data for flood risk management, in particular information about flooding
areas. We show that semantic information retrieval can find relevant information
about flooding areas, even if these are not explicitly specified as such.

3 Psychologically Motivated Similarity Measures

We summarize different kinds of similarity measures, focussing on models origi-
nally developed to explain or predict human similarity perception. All these mod-
els have been tested in experiments of human similarity judgement. A detailed
overview can be found in (Schwering, 2008).

3.1 Geometric Models

Geometric models of knowledge representation were first used in psychology to
exploit the analogy to space for measuring similarity (Attneave, 1950; Torgerson,
1958, 1965). Concepts are modeled within a multidimensional space and their
spatial distance is an indicator of semantic similarity. Each dimension or set of
dimensions of this multidimensional space represents one quality (e.g. color) and
concepts are described by applicable values on quality dimensions. Figure 1 il-
lustrates a space for the concept flooding area. Concepts are represented by an
n-dimensional region in the vector space and individuals by a point. Properties are
represented as values on dimensions, e.g. flat and gentle slope are different values
on the slope dimension.

Similarity is measured in analogy to spatial proximity: The spatial distance in
the vector space is interpreted as the semantic distance. The nearer two concepts
are, the smaller is their semantic distance and the higher their similarity. The
most prominent distance measures in vector spaces are the Minkowski metrics.
They are represented by a generic formula (equation 1): r = 1 results in the city-
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Figure 1: Geometric model represent concepts in vector spaces. The concept
flooding area is modeled in a three-dimensional conceptual space.

block distance and r = 2 in the Euclidian distance (Suppes, Krantz, Luce, &
Tversky, 1989). Similarity is then a decaying function of semantic distance d(q, c)
(Attneave, 1950; Melara, Marks, & Lesko, 1992; Shepard, 1957, 1958a, 1958b).

d(q, c) = [
n∑

i=1

|qi − ci|r]1/r (1)

A core characteristic and at the same time the most heavily criticized aspect
of geometric similarity models are their metric assumptions (Johannesson, 2002):
Similarity satisfies the three metric axioms minimality (the semantic distance to
itself is always zero), symmetry (the similarity from a to b is the same as from b
to a), and triangle inequality (the semantic distance from a to b plus the semantic
distance from b to c is greater than the direct semantic distance from a to c).

3.2 Feature Models

Feature models are based on set theory. They have been used to discover the
structure of semantic memory (Meyer, 1970; Schaeffer & Wallace, 1970) and to
analyze cognitive processes. The most prominent feature models are Tversky’s
contrast and ratio models (1987, 1977, 1978, 1982). Individuals are represented
via an unstructured set of features (figure 2).

The contrast model (equation 2) and the ratio model (equation 3) assess the
similarity of two individuals via their ratio of common (A∩B) and distinct (A−B
and B − A) features. While common features increase the similarity, distinct
features decrease it. This similarity measure is asymmetric and satisfies neither
minimality nor the triangle inequality (if α 6= β).
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Figure 2: Feature models represent concepts by an unstructured set of features.

S(a, b) = θ ∗ f(A ∩B)− α ∗ f(A−B)− β ∗ f(B −A) (2)

S(a, b) =
f(A ∩B)

θ ∗ f(A ∩B) + α ∗ f(A−B) + β ∗ f(B −A)
(3)

Feature models assess only entire feature matches and cannot detect
graded similarity between features, i.e. compound features such as
sometimesWaterlogged and oftenWaterlogged do not match and are as dis-
similar as sometimesWaterlogged and neverWaterlogged. In contrast to the
geometric model, feature models cannot detect intra-dimensional feature similar-
ity.

3.3 Network Models

Network models are built upon semantic nets which have their origins in psychol-
ogy where they have been used to model human semantic memory. Knowledge
about the world can be structured in a network comprising concepts connected
through appropriate relationships. Collins and Quillian (1969) gave the first em-
pirical evidence of semantic networks in their 1969 experiment about how humans
store information.

Network models describe semantics of concepts indirectly by relating them
to other concepts. A concept flooding area could be described by a semantic
net as shown in figure 3. Similarity in network models is computed based on
the shortest path in a network. Various approaches exist to measure similarity in
networks: In Rada et al. (1989), a function was proposed to compute similarity
based on the distance between concepts in a semantic net. Rodriguez et al. (2000,
2003a) propose a semantic similarity measure based on the feature similarity of
a concept’s semantic neighborhood. A semantic neighborhood of a concept c is
defined as the set of concepts whose network distances to c are equal to or less
than r which is the radius of the neighborhood.
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Figure 3: Network models represent concepts by relations to other concepts.

3.4 Alignment Models

The notion of alignment for knowledge representations and similarity measure-
ment arose from studies on structural alignment and mapping in analogy and simi-
larity by Gentner and Markman (1994, 1995). For a long time analogy was seen as
a sophisticated process involving structural alignment of mental representations,
while similarity was regarded as a primitive, purely perceptual cognitive process.
Gentner et al. examined human similarity assessment and showed that common-
alities of the relational structures are equally important for similarity judgement
(1985, 1993). By the slogan “similarity is like analogy” (1995, p.114), Gentner
et al. asserted that human similarity assessment also involves structural alignment
and mapping. While feature, geometric, and network models are unstructured
knowledge representations, alignment models are the first to represent knowledge
in a structured way, i.e. alignment models represent concepts with their parts, de-
scribe parts separately with features, relate parts to wholes, and relate concepts to
other concepts.

Goldstone et al. (1994, 1994) introduced the “Similarity, Interactive Activation,
and Mapping” (SIAM) model, an alignment model for similarity measurement
(figure 4). It is mainly used for similarity measurement between spatial scenes.
The scenes are described by roles, components and features. Figure 4 shows a spa-
tial scene with a floodplain and a river and a description of this scene in SIAM. Re-
lations describe hierarchical or propositional representations of individuals, such
as the spatial relation in the example. SIAM computes all possible alignments of
features and relations. All correspondences must be structurally consistent, which
involves two constraints: one-to-one mapping and parallel connectivity (Mark-
man, 1999). One-to-one mapping means that each element is mapped to exactly
one element. Parallel connectivity means that the arguments of corresponding
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Figure 4: SIAM, the alignment model proposed by Goldstone, describes spatial
scenes in a structured way by their components, the role they play, and their prop-
erties.

roles must also correspond. SIAM iteratively revises inconsistent alignments until
it is consistent and similarity can be determined (Goldstone, 1994).

3.5 Transformational Models

All similarity models presented so far describe the concepts according to their
properties and relations and measure similarity based on the comparison of these
descriptions. Transformational models, instead, describe concepts indirectly by
defining a minimal set of transformations required to distort one concept into an-
other. Similarity between these two concepts is computed in terms of the number
or the complexity of transformations needed to make concepts equal.

Transformational models provide a straight forward approach to determine the
similarity between two concepts. The main problem is to find suitable sets of
transformations: The transformational model has been frequently applied in well-
defined domains of perceptual stimuli, for example symbol chains such as alpha-
betic strings (Wiener-Ehrlich, Bart, & Millward, 1980), chains of filled and un-
filled circles (Imai, 1977) or geometric complexes (Hahn, Richardson, & Chater,
2003). The transformations focus on the perceptual attributes only. Operations
such as mirror, reverse, add symbols are used to modify the order of symbol
chains. Operations modifying the geometric arrangement are rotation, reflec-
tion, translation and dilation (Goldstone & Son, 2005). However, these perceptual
transformations are not sufficient to describe the relation of conceptual stimuli
and it remains unclear how a set of transformations might look for geo-spatial
concepts.

3.6 Logic-based Similarity Models

The above-mentioned similarity measures have all developed from psychological
models for human similarity judgment. Another important group of computa-
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tional similarity measures are logic-based approaches. They have gained a more
and more important role in semantic interoperability research, especially through
the increased development of formal ontologies. Janowicz (2006a, 2006b) has
proposed SIM-DL, a similarity measure for geo-spatial ontologies. Concepts are
specified based on primitive concepts, roles and language constructors such as
intersection, union, and existential quantification. Similarity is measured by de-
termining the overlap of a query concept definition and concept definitions in an
ontology. SIM-DL is an asymmetric and context aware similarity measure which
can be used for information retrieval.

Since logic-based similarity measures play an important role in knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning we include them in the overview of related work. How-
ever, the hybrid similarity measure was mainly inspired by ideas of similarity
measures originally developed as psychological approaches to model human sim-
ilarity judgements.

3.7 Shortcomings with Respect to Spatial Data

Five of the six presented similarity models were developed to explain human sim-
ilarity judgement, but each has a different mathematical foundation, requires a
different knowledge representation and implies a different notion of similarity.
With respect to spatial data, it is important that the similarity measure can ac-
count for complex semantics: the similarity measure has to model properties as
well as (spatial) relations and should provide a structured similarity measure. Fur-
thermore, the approaches must support similarity at a conceptual level: We do
not compare single instances of geometric features, but conceptual descriptions of
feature types.

Geometric models use dimensional properties to specify semantics. Relations
can only be represented as “compound dimensions”, e.g. flooding area would
have the value yes on the compound dimension nextToWaterBody. In (Schwer-
ing & Raubal, 2005) an extension was proposed to model relations as dimensions.
However, the disadvantage of loosing the relational structure remains. Therefore
geometric models do not allow for structured representation of concepts, involv-
ing, for example, hierarchic or part-whole relations, nor for representing the scope
of properties, e.g. properties referring only to a part of a concept (Schwering,
2005).

The same disadvantage holds for feature models: two individuals can-
not be related in a structured way, e.g. the fact that flooding areas typ-
ically lie next to water bodies can again only be expressed by the com-
pound feature nextToWaterBody. No partial match would be detected
between nextToWaterBody and nextToRiver. A relational represen-
tation of these features – e.g. nextTo(flooding area, waterbody) and
nextTo(flooding area, river) – could detect similarity via an alignment of ar-
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guments. Like geometric models, feature models do not support a structured rep-
resentation of concepts (Schwering, 2005).

The strength of the network approach is the representation of relations between
concepts. Pure network models do not describe concepts any further (e.g. by fea-
tures or dimensions) though they can be combined with feature models such as the
semantic neighborhoods in the Matching-Distance Similarity Model (Rodriguez
& Egenhofer, 2003b, 2004).

Alignment models describe the structure of individuals by specifying their
properties and the relations between their parts. However, they were developed to
measure the similarity between individuals such as spatial scenes. SIAM provides
good results, if the individuals compared have an analogous structure (one-to-
one mapping and parallel connectivity), but it cannot cope well with inconsistent,
complex structures which likely occur when concepts are compared.

The main problem with transformational models is the lack of a suitably generic
set of transformations for geo-spatial concepts. Therefore, this similarity measure
is not yet applicable in practice.

4 Representing Semantics in the Hybrid Similarity Measure

The hybrid similarity measure presented in this paper overcomes the mentioned
shortcomings by combining a geometric model using Gärdenfors’ conceptual
spaces with a network model of (primarily spatial) relations. It supports two rep-
resentational elements: properties modeled on dimensions and relations between
concepts2.

Figure 5: The hybrid similarity measure combines conceptual spaces with seman-
tic networks.

First, each concept is described by its properties within a conceptual space.
Second, concepts are related via links in a network structure to other concepts
which are again described in conceptual spaces. Figure 5(a) describes a concep-
tual space and (b) the semantic network structure.

2Strictly speaking, relations do not hold between concepts, but between instances of these concepts.
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4.1 Representing Properties

Properties describe qualities or traits of individuals belonging to a concept.
Gärdenfors (2000) proposed conceptual spaces as a cognitively plausible frame-
work for representing information at a conceptual level. A conceptual space is a
multidimensional space built from domains. Concepts are represented via mul-
tidimensional regions (so-called conceptual regions) within a conceptual space,
describing a concept through its properties on quality dimensions in the domains.

Figure 6: The color spindle with its dimensions hue, saturation and brightness.

A domain is built from one or several integral quality dimensions, which are
not separable by the human perception. The color and the space domains may
serve as introductory examples: humans perceive color as an integral phenomenon
being composed of three quality dimensions hue, saturation and brightness. The
space domain can be modeled as a 3-dimensional Euclidean space built of the
dimensions height, width and depth. It is impossible to perceive the height of
something physical without its width or depth. Besides those domains which are
based on quality dimensions perceived by our sensory receptors, abstract, non-
sensory dimensions can be posited. These dimensions play a major role in the
semantic description of scientific concepts, as in our running example.

The quality dimensions, but also the domains themselves, may be correlated or
functionally dependent. Such dependencies result in non-orthogonal dimensions
of the conceptual space. For example, in the color domain, the dimensions satu-
ration and brightness are coupled. When brightness reaches its extreme points of
black or white, the human eye perceives no saturation of colors.

Quality dimension. A quality is the basic entity which humans can perceive
or measure (Masolo, Borgo, Gangemi, Guarino, & Oltramari, 2003). Shape, color
and size are qualities perceived by our sensory system while qualities such as
radiation or the time period of being waterlogged are measured with the aid of
some device. All qualities are modeled as quality dimensions (figure 7), which
correspond to the way humans perceive similarity between stimuli.

The measured scale of a dimension has to be ordinal, interval or ratio (figure
8). In many cases the same dimension can be measured with different scales, e.g.
waterlogged can be represented on an ordinal scale, but it can also be translated
on a ratio scale by specifying the number of days per year. While an ordinal scale
is not as exact as a ratio scale, it is easier to handle for users of a retrieval system.
On the other hand, ordinal values can hide semantics in labels. The meaning of
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Figure 7: The weight of the stimulus is perceived by our sensory system. The
quality weight is modeled as a dimension. Properties such as “heavy” are repre-
sented as a point or an interval on the quality dimension.

terms like seasonally, periodically and sometimes waterlogged may differ across
information communities.

Figure 8: Qualities represented on dimensions with different scales.

Similarity and difference judgements generate an ordering on stimuli. Quality
dimensions with different geometry or topology account for different orderings.
Figure 9 (a-d) illustrates dimensions with different geometries to specify time
periods: a time period can be represented by an interval on a time line (a), which
is isomorphic to the line of real numbers. It may also be specified by its length:
the half-line in (b) shows the numbers of days waterlogged and the line with two
end points 0 and 365 represent the days per year a floodplain is waterlogged (c).
For particular purposes, it makes sense to model time as a circular dimension: the
flooding period of a floodplain is described on a circular dimension of months
of a year (d) to indicate that the distance between November and December is
the same as between January and December. Figure 9 (e) is an example for a
discrete geometric structure. Land covers cannot be ordered linearly according
to their similarity, but are grouped into different categories. The choice of the
geometry has a fundamental influence on the measured similarity and must be
done individually for every retrieval task.

4.2 Representing Relations

Relations describe the connection between two concepts, between a concept and
its property or between two properties (figure 10). The two latter relation types are
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Figure 9: Geometry and topology of dimensions depend on the similarity percep-
tion.

partly supported by the structure of conceptual spaces. The relation “the concept
floodplain has the property sometimes waterlogged” is represented by a concep-
tual region occupying a specific range on the quality dimension. The relation
between two properties belonging to the same quality is modeled by the relation
of the intervals (representing the properties) along a dimension. The distance be-
tween two intervals represents their similarity.

Figure 10: Concept-property and property-property relations are modeled inher-
ently in a conceptual space. Concept-concept relations are limited to similarity;
semantic relations such as “next to” are not possible to represent.

The semantic relation between two concepts is not representable within a sin-
gle conceptual space. Two concepts described in the same conceptual spaces have
only a spatial relation, which represents the semantic distance, i.e. the similarity.
To account for semantic relations between concepts, the representational model
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of the hybrid similarity measure combines conceptual spaces with semantic net-
works. Each node of the semantic network represents a concept, which is related
via links to other concept nodes in the net. The concept themselves are described
within a conceptual space (figure 5).

In the hybrid similarity measure, relations between concepts either hold or do
not hold, but they cannot have any degree of existence. Like properties, different
types of relations exist: we distinguish between hierarchic and partonomic rela-
tions, which are commonly used in ontologies, as well as association relations,
such as spatial relations. If the order of arguments is relevant to the meaning of
the relation, the user of the semantic information retrieval system must specify the
direction of the relation. In contrast to most similarity algorithms using network
models, the hybrid similarity measure only matches relations with the same ori-
entation. The following list shows how the different types of relations can be used
for structured representation and to define the scope of properties:

1. The property refers to the whole concept. This property is represented as
one domain of the conceptual space. No relational structure is needed.

2. Is-a relation: the property refers to a superconcept. In this case, the su-
perconcept and the concept are modeled as two separate concepts with two
conceptual spaces related via an is-a relation. For computing the similarity,
a concept inherits the additional properties of superconcepts.

3. Part-of relation: the property refers to a part of the concept. In this case,
the concept and its part are modeled as separate concepts related via part-of
relation.

4. Non-taxonomic relation: the property refers to a specific aspect, e.g. it de-
scribes the spatial environment where instances of a concept are usually
located. In this case, the spatial environment is modeled as a separate con-
cept (e.g. river valley or river) and related to the original concept via
a non-taxonomic relation (e.g. contained within or next to). With this
non-taxonomic relation any scope can be represented explicitly.

In the first two cases, the domains are part of the original concept. In the third
and fourth case, the hybrid similarity measure includes this information by com-
paring the similarity of the related concepts.

In analogy to the property specification of concepts, the specification of rela-
tions starts with selecting the relevant relations and the concepts the relation refers
to. After specifying the direction, weights can be chosen to determine the impor-
tance of the relation. Then, the related concept needs to be described within its
conceptual space. The related concept again may have relations to other concepts.
This iterative process stops when the user of an information retrieval system de-
cides that further descriptions do not contribute significantly to specify the query.
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Figure 11: The structured representation of the semantics of a floodplain.

Like the similarity measure of Rodriguez and Egenhofer we call all concepts, di-
rectly or indirectly related to a concept C, the semantic neighborhood of C. A
user specifying a query concept decides on the size of a semantic neighborhood
for the retrieval.

4.3 Specific Requirements of Information Retrieval

Concepts are described in their own conceptual space built from a selection of
relevant domains and relations. However, the similarity measure between a query
concept and the concepts in a data source requires a common space. Since sim-
ilarity for information retrieval is a directed similarity, the only concept which
determines the space for the retrieval is the query concept. Only those qualities
and relations, which are used for the query concept specification, influence the
similarity. Additional qualities or relations from concepts in the data source are
ignored, because they are not relevant for the query. Not all data source concepts
are described by all query concept qualities or relations. This absence influences
the similarity negatively. Only if a matching quality or relation is found, their
values are compared. The selection of domains and their dimensions depend on
the purpose of the semantic description and the expertise of the person creating
the specification. While the ecosystem around a river is important for the specifi-
cation of a river from an ecologic perspective, its relation to the riverbank plays a
minor role in a navigation context. The representational model of the hybrid sim-
ilarity measure considers context by the choice of domains and their importance.
The user of a semantic information retrieval system can represent the context and
significance of dimensions via assigning different weights to domains and dimen-
sions. Usually it is sufficient to limit the choice of three different levels, e.g.
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defining property or relation, characteristic property or relation and not important
property or relation.

Each quality dimension has a scale and a geometry. Here again the query con-
cept determines the common space, because similarity shall be measured from the
user’s point of view, within the user’s cognitive space. The scale and the geometry
of dimensions have an influence on the similarity measure. Figure 12 (a) shows
two dimensions of waterlogged with an ordinal and a ratio scale and illustrates
how one could be mapped on the other. Figure 12 (b) shows two dimensions with
different geometry: depending on the context, the months of the year are modeled
on a linear or on a circular dimension. This has an influenced on the distances
measured on the dimensions and therefore on the similarity: A linear dimension
expresses that January is more similar to the months of the year’s beginning than
to those of its end, while the circular dimension reflects the restart of the year after
December. The user has to choose the geometry applicable in his context. The
geometry and topology of dimensions are central to similarity measurement; the
specification of the semantics can be done independently though.

Figure 12: Dimensions with different scale (a) or geometry (b) are transformed
into the quality dimension which represents the user’s similarity perception. The
same quality color is represented with different color schemes (c). The similarity
is measured within the cognitively most suitable conceptual space of the user.
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How qualities are modeled in a conceptual space depends on the conceptualiza-
tion of the world. For example, the quality color can be represented by different
color schemes (Falk, Brill, & Stork, 1986; Wyszecki & Stiles, 2000). Color is dis-
tinguished in a spectrum by the wavelength and by the absorption. Monitors work
with the additive color scheme RGB, while subtractive mixture of colors such as
CMYK is common in the print media. The color spindle based on the dimensions
hue, saturation and brightness reflects the human similarity perception of colors
and the spatial distances reflect human similarity perception. The purpose of our
approach to information retrieval is to provide users with data, which they con-
sider to be similar to what they are looking for. Therefore, the retrieval system
shall choose that color scheme for similarity measure which best represents the
user’s similarity perception. In case of a human user the color cone is the cogni-
tively adequate model for the similarity measure. If the user is a machine, i.e. a
web-service looking for the best-matching input, the information retrieval system
uses a color scheme best matching the requirements of the web service.

5 Semantic Similarity in the Hybrid Similarity Measure

The proposed hybrid similarity measure is based on the notion of similarity of
geometric models. Conceptual spaces provide a natural way of representing simi-
larities: the spatial distance between two concept representations is interpreted as
their semantic distance. The hybrid similarity measure addresses two problems
of geometric similarity measures: firstly current approaches confine themselves
to estimating the similarity between individuals, i.e. between points in the vec-
tor space. Concepts, however, are described by regions. The hybrid similarity
measure reduces the n-dimensional problem to an one-dimensional one and com-
putes the semantic distance between the intervals describing the query concept
and the compared concept on each dimension. Secondly, since conceptual spaces
are limited to properties, traditional geometric similarity measures do not include
relations. The hybrid similarity measure however, accounts for relations via in-
cluding the similarity of related concepts in the overall similarity measure.

5.1 Dimension-Wise Comparison of Concepts

The hybrid similarity measure shall determine the semantic distance between con-
ceptual regions. Other similarity measures have solved this problem by reducing
the regions to a single instance, e.g. to the nearest points of both regions or to
the prototype, where the prototypical instance of each concept is assumed to be
the central point or the centroid of each concept. Alternatively, a concept can be
described by a set of exemplar instances. The average semantic distance between
the exemplars is taken as semantic distance between both concepts. However,
reducing the conceptual region to a single point results in information loss. More-
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over, the exemplar approach requires an extensional concept definition. Since the
user of an information retrieval system specifies the query concept intensionally,
there are no instances of the query concept available. It is necessary to include the
whole conceptual regions in the distance calculation to draw valuable conclusions
on the similarity of these concepts.

Figure 13: Conceptual regions are specified via points or intervals on dimensions.

The hybrid similarity measure reduces the n-dimensional measurement prob-
lem to one-dimensional ones. Computing dimension-wise distances makes it pos-
sible to use the Minkowski metrics for similarity calculation. The Minkowski
metrics (equation 1) estimate the spatial distance between two points by compos-
ing their dimension-wise distances. The city-block metric simply sums up the
dimension-wise distance; the Euclidean metric sums up the squared distances and
extracts its root. As illustrated in figure 13 concepts occupy either an interval or a
point on each quality dimension. The distance between two points on a dimension
is simply their separation. The distance between two intervals on a dimension
is calculated accounting for the length of the intervals, the length of the overlap
and the distance between the intervals, if they are disjoint. For semantic informa-
tion retrieval, however, the distance calculation must be extended to account for
the particular requirements of a retrieval task. In the following, we structure the
search criteria in five types according to how similarity is defined (figure 14).

The first criterion type refers to points. Maximum similarity is reached when
an individual is described by exactly the same value on the dimension. The more
the values differ, i.e. the higher the distance computed via Minkowski metrics is,
the lower is the similarity (figure 15). This criterion type applies in our case study,
if the user searches for the concept river, which she describes with the property
365 days waterlogged a year. A water body which contains water almost all the
year is more similar to the query than a water body which regularly dries up.

The second criterion type refers to exact intervals. Maximum similarity is
reached when a concept agrees on the exact interval with the query. Any deviation
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Figure 14: The decision tree to specify the notion of similarity for properties.

Figure 15: Properties of type I “point”.

reduces the similarity. This criterion applies, for example, if the user searches for
the concept flooding area which she describes with the property being water-
logged for between 60 and 90 days a year.

Figure 16: Properties of type II ”“exact interval” and type III “maximum interval”.

Figure 16 illustrates the query concept and the different match situations. In
situation 1, the interval describing concept C is smaller than the query interval;
in situation 2 it is larger and in situation 3 it partially overlaps the query interval.
When the user specifies the values of this dimension, she wants to say that the
concept she searches for is neither less nor more days waterlogged a year.

A formula to compute the spatial distance between intervals with the underlying
similarity notion of criterion type II is presented in equation 4 (see appendix for
the definition of the interval operations). If interval C is exactly the same as Q,
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the distance evaluates to zero. If C is smaller than Q, the length of the overlap
is smaller and the resulting distance is the length of the non-overlapping parts of
Q. If C is greater, ddimV al is the length of the non-overlapping part of C. If C
overlaps Q, ddimV al is the sum of the non-overlapping parts of Q and the non-
overlapping parts of C. If C and Q do not overlap at all, ddimV al is the length of
the subtraction of Q and C.

ddimV al(Q,C) =

{
l(Q)− l(Q ∩ C) + l(C|Q) if(Q ∩ C) 6= ∅
l(Q− C) if(Q ∩ C) = ∅

(4)

The third criterion type refers to maximum intervals. Maximum similarity is
reached when a concept has the same or a smaller interval. For example, the
user specified a range for the gradient that the concept flooding area should
maximally vary in. Since not all concepts necessarily are described by such a
great variation regarding the gradient, it is enough that concepts fulfill only a
subsection of the query interval. Therefore, also situation 1 in figure 16 would
lead to maximum similarity.

The similarity function proposed in equation 5 is adequate for this criterion
type. If C is greater than Q, ddimV al is the length of the non-overlapping part of
C. If C is exactly the same or smaller than Q, ddimV al is zero. If C and Q do not
overlap, ddimV al is the length of the subtraction of Q and C minus the length of
Q, because the nearest point in Q is taken as reference point.

ddimV al(Q,C) =

{
l(C)− l(Q ∩ C) if(Q ∩ C) 6= ∅
l(Q− C)− l(Q) if(Q ∩ C) = ∅

(5)

The fourth criterion type refers to minimum intervals. Maximum similarity
is reached when a concept covers at least the same interval as the query. Only
smaller intervals have a negative impact. For example, the user searches for the
flooding areas which are flooded during autumn, but she does not care whether
the flooding period is longer or occurs twice a year.

Figure 17: Properties of type IV “minimum interval” and type V “one of interval”.

Figure 17 illustrates the query interval and the different match types: when
the user specifies the values for this dimension, she does not say anything about
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Type of match point exact
interval

maximum
interval

minimum
interval

one of
interval

Exact match ok ok ok ok ok
Smaller interval - neg. ok neg. ok
Larger interval - neg. neg. ok ok
Overlapping interval - neg. neg. neg. ok
No overlap neg. neg. neg. neg. neg.

Table 1: Various matches influence similarity differently depending on the crite-
rion type: “ok” indicates that the interval satisfies the query; “neg.” indicates that
the interval does not completely satisfy the query.

concepts for which values outside the interval also apply. Therefore, situation 2
leads to maximum similarity.

Equation 6 formalizes the matching of the fourth criterion type: The distance
is zero, if C and Q are the same or if C is greater than Q. Only in the case where
C is not overlapping completely Q, the distance is greater zero. If C and Q do
not overlap, the distance is computed as the length of the subtraction of C and
Q minus the length of C, because the additional values of C do not influence the
similarity.

ddimV al(Q,C) =

{
l(Q)− l(Q ∩ C) if(Q ∩ C) 6= ∅
l(Q− C)− l(C) if(Q ∩ C) = ∅

(6)

The fifth criterion type refers to intervals, where maximum similarity is reached
when a concept is described by at least one value that is part of the query interval
(one of interval). Only non-overlapping intervals affect similarity negatively. For
example, the user describes the query concept flooding area additionally by the
quality fertility. In her conceptualization, a flooding area is fertile or even very
fertile. The similarity notion “one of interval” means that the user accepts any
concept, that is described by a fertility degree fertile or very fertile and she does
not care whether other fertility degrees apply as well. Situation 1 to 3 (figure 17)
all have ddimV al = 0 to the query interval. Equation 7 computes the distance ac-
cording to the notion of similarity of type V. The distance of two non-overlapping
concepts is measured by the length of the subtraction of Q and C minus the length
of both intervals, because the nearest points in C and Q are taken as reference
points.

ddimV al(Q,C) =

{
0 if(Q ∩ C) 6= ∅
l(Q− C)− l(Q)− l(C) if(Q ∩ C) = ∅

(7)

To measure the overall spatial distance between concepts c and q the distance
of each property is summed up according to the slightly modified formula of the
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Minkowski metrics. Qi is the value on dimension i of query concept q and Ci for
concept c.

Table 1 summarizes all different matching types and gives an overview of in-
terval relations and their influence on similarity.

Standardisation of Properties. The fact that vector spaces have a metric al-
lows for the calculation of distances between points or intervals in the space. In
order to calculate these semantic distances between individuals and concepts it is
required that all quality dimensions are represented in the same relative unit of
measurement. Two standardizations have been investigated in this retrieval con-
text: percent ranks and z-transformation.

Percent ranks calculate how many concepts in the data source have a lower or
higher value on the respective quality dimension. To compute percent ranks the
quality dimensions are divided into intervals. All values within one interval fall
into one category. The frequency of each category is computed by the number
of occurrences over the data source. The similarity measure uses the cumulative
frequencies for the calculations instead of the actual values. The cumulative fre-
quency distribution is the successively summed up category frequencies (equation
8): percentrank%k is the cumulative percent value for the category k, fcum(c) is
the cumulative frequency of the category c and n is the size of the collective.

percentrank%k =
fcum(c)

n
∗ 100% (8)

The standardization with percent ranks takes only the order of values into con-
sideration. The actual values do not influence the percent ranks. Therefore, per-
cent ranks are applicable for ordinal dimensions only (Fahrmeir, 2004).

The z-transformation standardizes values of a quality dimension such that the
mean value is zero and the statistical dispersion is one. It compares the deviation
of values to the mean value: a z-value divides the deviation of a value to the mean
value by the size of the collective. Equation 9 shows the formula to compute
the z-value zi: xi is the original value on the quality dimension, x is the mean
value (typically the arithmetic mean value) and s is the dispersion (typically the
standard deviation). As the z-transformation is also applicable to interval- or ratio-
scaled values (Devore & Peck, 2001; Fahrmeir, 2004), we used it in our evaluation
(section 6.

zi =
xi − x

s
(9)

Both standardizations – the percent rank and the z-transformation – standardize
single values. Thus, the hybrid similarity works with intervals on each dimension.
Assuming that every interval has a symmetric distribution - typically a uniform or
normal distribution - we can simply use the mean value of each interval for the
standardizations. To standardize skew intervals, e.g. gamma distributed values,
we need to include the distribution in the calculations.
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Matching conceptual spaces with different quality dimensions. A common
problem of all (geometric) similarity measures discussed previously is their inabil-
ity to deal with concept descriptions which are based on different quality dimen-
sions. The qualities used to describe the query concept are not always applicable
to data sources. In the case study, we describe water bodies by their gauge height.
Concepts which cannot be described by the quality gauge height have no common
multidimensional space with water bodies and therefore the semantic distance
cannot be computed.

semdistdim = α ∗ ddimExist(dimq, dimc) + β ∗ ddimV al(Q,C) (10)

The hybrid similarity therefore includes the existence of quality dimensions
and the dimensional semantic distance in the similarity measure. Equation 10
shows the formula: ddimExist(dimq, dimc) returns 0 if the dimensions dimq and
dimc match and a value greater 0 if they do not match (the exact value of ddimExit

depends on the standardization). Dimensions match and mismatch. There is no
graded similarity. The second term, ddimV al(Q,C), compares the intervals on the
respective dimension according to equations 4-7. We chose a ratio of α = 0.8
for the dimension existence ddimExit and β = 0.2 for the dimensional semantic
distance ddimV al. We empirically tested different ratios in our evaluation and
found the best results for these values (Schwering, 2007b).

5.2 Including Related Concepts in the Similarity Measure

Besides properties, the hybrid similarity measure shall include also relations to
other concepts modeled within the semantic network. The complete procedure
comprises three steps: step one is the alignment of matching representational el-
ements and the calculation of their semantic distances on quality dimensions of
the conceptual space (figure 18). Step two and three deal with the integration of
relations and related concepts in the overall similarity measure (figure 19).

The steps can be described as follows:

1. Identify all common and corresponding quality dimensions of query con-
cept q and the compared concept c, as well the dimensions of concepts
related to c and q. Step 1.a in figure 18 illustrates the alignment of matching
dimensions in the conceptual space of c and q. Inherited dimensions are
treated as ordinary dimensions of a conceptual space. Steps 1.b.1 and 1.b.2
show the alignment of related concepts. Spatial relations are compared se-
mantically: either this comparison is based on the relation names, or it uses
a special framework to determine the semantic similarity of spatial relation
as proposed in (Li & Fonseca, 2006) or (Schwering, 2007a). In the example,
there are no correspondences for the quality dimensions D5 and D6 and for
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Figure 18: Step 1 comprises the semantic distance calculation on dimensions of
the conceptual space and inherited quality dimensions.

the relation 2. All additional properties and relations of concept c that the
query concept q does not contain are ignored in the similarity measurement.

2. For each related concept crel and qrel compute a semantic distance value
analogous to the similarity measure of conceptual spaces, e.g. a semantic
distance value for the concept waterbody to river both being related via
a next to relations. The resulting distance value is the Euclidean distance
between water body and river (step 2.a in figure 19).

3. Compute the difference between c and q for each domain belonging to their
conceptual space (step 3 in figure 19).

The result is an n-dimensional vector (equation 11); n is the sum of the common
dimensions of the conceptual space of c and q plus the dimensions for its related
concepts – in this example n = 5: four domains of c and q and one related for
the related concept. Each dimension of this vector represents the dimension-wise
distance:
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Figure 19: Steps 2 and 3 measuring the similarity between query concept Q
(flooding area) and the data source concept C (floodplain).

• either it is the difference between the concept’s value on this dimension and
the query concept’s value on this dimension

• or it is the Euclidean distance between the related concept crel and the re-
lated concept qrel.


cD1 − qD1

cD2 − qD2

cD3 − qD3

cD4 − qD4

crel − qrel


 dimension-wise distance

}
semantic distance between related concepts

(11)

Analogous to the semantic distance on dimensions (equation 10) we include
the existence of the relation in the semantic distance. Equation 12 shows the
corresponding formula for relational semantic distance.

sem distrel = α ∗ drelExist(relq, relc) + β ∗ drelV al(q, c) (12)
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These semantic distance values are fed into either the Euclidean or the city-
block distance formula. In the query concept, the user may weigh each quality
dimension by its importance. These weighting factors are included in the similar-
ity measure by a dimension-wise multiplication factor w (Raubal, 2004):

sem distconcept = (
∑

i

wi ∗|semdistdimi
|r +

∑
j

wj ∗|semdistrelj |r)1/r (13)

Including related concepts in the similarity measurement is an iterative process.
To stop this process the user needs to decide on a neighborhood size.

5.3 Algorithm of the Hybrid Similarity Measure

Figure 20 gives an overview of the process to calculate the semantic distance be-
tween two concepts. It iterates through all dimensions and relations of the query
concept. In case of a dimension, it searches for a matching dimension in the
compared concept. If no matching dimension exists, it computes a standardized
distance value for the dimension existence. If the hybrid similarity measure de-
tects a dimension match, it compares the values on the dimension: the formula for
computing the standardized distance depends on the dimension’s geometry, scale
and the notion of similarity. Since the non-existence of a dimension has more neg-
ative impact on the similarity than different values on the dimension, we weigh
the semantic distance of the dimension existence with α, the semantic distance
between the dimension values with β and α > β.

In case of a relation, the hybrid similarity measure tries to find a matching re-
lation. Analogous to dimensions, a standardized distance value for the relation
existence is computed. If the hybrid similarity measure detects a relation match,
it compares both related concepts recursively: the concept related to the query
concept is the new query concept. The number of recursions depends on the size
of the semantic neighborhood: In our case study we account only for directly con-
nected concepts. Therefore the relations of the related concepts are not included in
the similarity measurement. We again weigh the relation existence with α and the
semantic distance between related concepts with β. The hybrid similarity measure
sums up the semantic distances of the representational elements via the Euclidean
or the city block metric.
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Figure 20: Overview of the hybrid similarity measure.

6 Evaluation of the Hybrid Similarity Measure

6.1 Comparison of Similarity Measures

We tested the effectiveness of our hybrid semantic similarity measure in our re-
trieval use case as follows: Experts3 created semantic descriptions of different
data sets and query concepts. An effective similarity measure shall rank the con-
cepts described in the data sets according to their relevance. We assume that those
results which are most similar to the query concept are also the most relevant ones.
In our study, an expert was asked to rank the concepts described in the data set

3The experts are GI professionals from Ordnance Survey and from the Institute of Geoinformatics
of the University of Muenster, who are familiar with the data sets.
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according to their relevance. We compared the hybrid similarity measures against
Gärdenfors conceptual spaces, the contrast and the ratio model as two representa-
tives for feature models and Rada’s DISTANCE as a network model. Alignment
models could not be used because of their problem to represent complex and in-
consistent semantics of concepts. Transformational models could not be applied,
for lack of transformations.

In our case study, a user is searching for flooding areas, which are specified
as low-lying, partially waterlogged land typically located next to a river. We in-
vestigated three different data sets (respectively specifications): Ordnance Sur-
vey’s OS MasterMap, the German topographic-cartographic information system
ATKIS (Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Informationssystem) and the
data transfer standard SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer Standard). From each data
source we selected a comparable subset of concepts from the hydrology domain:
land parcels – waterlogged and non-waterlogged – and water bodies. The set of
partially waterlogged land parcels contains potentially relevant concepts for the
query concept flooding area and the set of water bodies contain potentially rel-
evant concepts for the related query concept river. Different experts had to set
up semantic descriptions for the set of concepts of each data source using a pre-
defined shared vocabulary. The shared vocabulary contained 22 different quality
dimensions with their values, 7 spatial relations and is-a and part-of as hierar-
chic relations. The similarity measures were applied to the semantic descriptions
created by the experts.

Figure 21 shows the results for the comparison in a normalized precision-recall
curve in a retrieval task. A system’s precision is its ability to retrieve only relevant
information units and decline irrelevant ones. The recall value on the other hand
expresses the number of retrieved relevant items out of all existing relevant infor-
mation. Depending on the order of the retrieved documents, the development of
recall and precision of retrieved documents is not continuous. To have a smooth
development of precision and recall the curves are interpolated to a normalized
precision-recall curve. The precision value of a concept must be at least as high as
the precision values of the concepts ranked afterwards, so that the precision values
are continuously decreasing (and analogous for recall). The higher the retrieval
and the higher the recall (continuously over the curve), the more effective is the
retrieval system.

For all data sources, the hybrid semantic similarity measure performs very well
and in general it performs better than any of the other approaches. For the data
set from OS MasterMap the conceptual spaces provide good results, too. The
contrast and the ratio model reach only a precision of 0.804, while DISTANCE
reaches only 0.42. For the data set from ATKIS, the hybrid similarity measure
and conceptual spaces reach a precision of 1.00, but conceptual spaces only a

4For visibility reasons we draw the curves with the same precision or recall values right beside each
other in the figure.
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Data set from OS MasterMap Data set from ATKIS

Data set from SDTS Retrieval across all data sets

Figure 21: Comparison of Semantic Similarity Measures.

recall of 0.70. The precision of the contrast model, ratio model and DISTANCE
start with 0.60, but again the DISTANCE model performs worst. For the data set
from SDTS, the hybrid similarity measure clearly returns the best results. Ratio
and contrast model reach a precision of 0.80. Conceptual spaces (max. precision
0.40, max. recall 0.58) and DISTANCE (max. precision 0.19, max. recall 1.00)
perform rather poorly. In the retrieval task across all data sets, the hybrid similarity
measure performs best with a maximum precision and a maximum recall of 1.00.
Conceptual spaces perform very well for the first hits (precision of 1.00), but reach
only a recall of 0.79. The contrast and the ratio model’s precision are only 0.76
respectively 0.73. DISTANCE performs worst with a maximum precision of only
0.22. Table 2 shows how much the precision and recall values improve when using
the hybrid semantic similarity measure: The clearest results are achieved when
querying for flooding areas: The precision / recall are increased by 9.0%/12.3%
over the contrast model, by 8.6%/12.1% over the ratio model, by 15.1%/20.3%
over the Conceptual Space and by 114.0%/156.9 over the DISTANCE approach
(across all data sources).
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Contrast Model Ratio Model Conceptual Space DISTANCE
prec. / recall prec. / recall prec. / recall prec. / recall

flooding area 9.0 / 12.3 8.6 / 12.1 15.1 / 20.3 114.0 / 156.9
river 2.3 / 2.5 0.4 / 0.5 74.9 / 86.3 16.1 / 54.3
average 5.6 / 7.4 4.5 / 6.3 45.0 / 53.3 65.1 / 105.6

Table 2: Improvement of the precision and recall values in % when applying the
hybrid similarity measure.

6.2 Discussion of the Results

The results of the evaluation show a clear advantage of the hybrid similarity mea-
sure. We see one of the main reasons in the expressivity of the hybrid approach:
While conceptual spaces, the contrast and the ratio model account only for prop-
erties and DISTANCE only for relations, the hybrid similarity measure can use
a richer semantic description containing properties as well as relations, which
leads to more accurate results. The hybrid similarity measure combines con-
ceptual spaces to model properties and network models: conceptual spaces are
preferred to feature sets, because they provide more structure by separating the
quality from the quality value. The evaluation shows that in most of the queries
conceptual spaces outperform the feature models (contrast and ratio). Since con-
ceptual spaces require a common space, they often do not reach a recall of 1.00.
To overcome this disadvantage, the hybrid similarity measure extends conceptual
spaces to check the existence of qualities separately from the comparison of qual-
ity values.

A second difference to standard approaches is the way the hybrid similarity
measure determines the similarity. Similarity measured via the Minkowski met-
rics in a conceptual space or via DISTANCE in the semantic network is symmetric.
Feature models are based on comparison of feature sets, which is in principle sym-
metric. The calculation results in an asymmetric similarity, if the set of features
applying to concept a, but not to b are valued differently to features applying to
concept b, but not to a. Thus, similarity is asymmetric if the weighting factors α
and β for the difference sets A−B and B −A are not equal (equations 2 and 3).
In an information retrieval task it is important that data source concepts meet the
requirements of the query concept, but not the other way around. The hybrid sim-
ilarity model accounts explicitly for this characteristic of retrieval tasks by using
the conceptual space and relations of the query as basis. Geometric and network
models cannot account for this requirement of retrieval tasks. For feature models,
suitable values for α and β must be determined.
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7 Summary and Conclusions

We have proposed a hybrid semantic similarity measure to determine relevant con-
cepts in spatial data retrieval. The hybrid approach combines conceptual spaces
and semantic networks to describe the semantics of concepts including their prop-
erties as well as their relations to other concepts.

The main challenge of this similarity measure is the computation of seman-
tic distance, which includes properties as well as relations. Concepts modeled
as conceptual regions are the second difficulty faced: traditional similarity mea-
sures of conceptual spaces reduce concepts to a single instance to measure the
semantic distance. To avoid this information loss, a similarity measure account-
ing for the whole conceptual regions is required. The hybrid similarity measure
first reduces the calculation to one-dimensional problems, the dimension-wise in-
tervals are compared and a distance value is determined, which is consolidated
to a single semantic distance using the Minkowski metrics. The hybrid similarity
measure accounts for asymmetric similarity due to context variations via different
significance of dimensions and relations. Moreover, it can be naturally extended
to account for relations. The semantic distance between the related concepts is
computed and integrated as a virtual dimension in the conceptual space.

The evaluation demonstrates that the hybrid similarity measure is very effec-
tive for semantic information retrieval. The effectiveness of the retrieval system
is measured in terms of its precision and recall with graded relevance. The com-
parison of similarity measures provides clear evidence that our hybrid similarity
measure is more suitable for the retrieval of spatial data than other existing seman-
tic similarity measures.

The major problem of applying and evaluating semantic similarity measures is
a general lack of semantic descriptions of spatial data sources. Currently only very
few spatial data sources provide a description of their content and these descrip-
tions are often limited to textual definitions of geographic feature types. These
textual descriptions are far too imprecise and incomplete to use for an information
retrieval system. In this evaluation, an expert was required to construct a com-
prehensive and structured semantic description. However, there is a general need
construct comprehensive formal semantic specifications of spatial data sources
(such as ontologies) (Probst, 2008) to enable semantic applications.

Also with respect to the similarity measure itself further work is required: The
presented similarity measure deals with the retrieval at a conceptual level only.
This is the level where semantic interoperability problems caused by different
conceptualizations occur. Future work has to extend the retrieval method to the
instance level and connect conceptual with instance information.
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A Appendix

The interval arithmetic used for the comparison of intervals is defined as follows:
The length l of an interval I = [a, b] is defined by l = b− a.
The total length l of several intervals Ii = [ai, bi] is defined by l =

∑n
i=1(bi−ai).

The intersection of two intervals I1 = [a1, b1] and I2 = [a2, b2] is defined by

I1

⋂
I2 =

{
[max(a1, a2),min(b1, b2)], a1 ≤ b2 ∧ b1 ≥ a2

∅ otherwise
The difference interval of two intervals I1 = [a1, b1] and I2 = [a2, b2] is defined

by I1|I2 =


[a1,min(a2, b1)], a1 < a2 ∧ b1 ≤ b2

[max(a1, b2), b1], a1 ≥ a2 ∧ b1 > b2

[a1, a2]; [b2, b1], a1 < a2 ∧ b1 > b2

∅, otherwise
The subtraction of two intervals I1 = [a1, b1] and I2 = [a2, b2] is defined by
I1 − I2 = [a1 − b2, b1 − a2]
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